Stellar mergers are estimated to be common events in the Galaxy. The best studied stellar merger case to date is V1309 Sco (= Nova Scorpii 2008) which was originally misclassified as a Nova event. Later identified as the merger of the components of a cool overcontact binary system with 1.52 M and 0.16 M , V1309 Sco showed an initial period of P = 1.4 days before the merger. Post-outburst evolution demonstrated that V1309 Sco was unlike the typical Classical Novae and Symbiotic Recurrent Novae with significant dust production around it, and indicated that the system may become a post-AGB (or pre-PN) soon. Here we present a study of V1309 Sco about ten years after the outburst, based on near-IR variability and colour data from the ESO surveys VISTA Variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV) and VVV eXtended (VVVX). We find that reasonable equilibrium in this stellar merger is being reached and that the star has settled into a nearly constant magnitude. A dramatic change in its near-IR colours from (J − K s ) = 1.40 in 2010 to (J − K S ) = 0.42 in 2015 and a possible low amplitude periodic signal with P = 0.49 days in the post-outburst data are consistent with a "blue straggler" star, predicted to be formed from a stellar merger.
INTRODUCTION
Stellar mergers have been estimated to be luminous and common events, however, those phenomena have somehow not been efficiently probed by previous Galactic surveys (e.g. Kochanek et al. 2014 ). Due to a great variety of binary systems configurations (e.g. Paczyński 1971) , it is equally expected a wide variety of possible stellar merges scenarios.
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Furthermore, the detailed study of specific cases may lead to the discovery of even new classification of not previously identified objects as such Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) . V1309 Sco, also known as Nova Scorpii 2008 1 , is the best studied stellar merger case to date, which has been originally discovered as a Nova event by Nakano et al. (2008) and later identified as the merger of the components of a cool overcontact binary system by Tylenda et al. (2011) , where their critical Roche lobe is filled out and they share a common envelope. Making use of the OGLE photometry (see Udalski et al. 2008) , they showed that the progenitor of V1309 Sco was an eclipsing contact binary system with an initial period of P = 1.4 days. Afterwards, Nandez et al. (2014) demonstrated the high mass ratio of the system, with components of 1.52 M and 0.16 M .
Analysing the post-outburst absorption and emission lines of V1309 Sco's spectra evolution, Mason et al. (2010) demonstrated that the system was unlike the typical Classical Novae and Symbiotic Recurrent Novae. ALMA observations at the V1309 Sco region indicated that the system may become a post-AGB (or pre-PN) soon, moreover, yield a kinematic distance of 2.1 kpc for this object (Kamiński et al. 2018) . Besides this, there is a significant dust production around V1309 Sco, originated by the merger of the overcontact binary progenitor, and the later evolution of the merger was found to be peculiar (Nichols et al. 2012; McCollum et al. 2014; Tylenda et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2016) . As the evolution of stellar merger systems is not well known yet, V1309 Sco has become an ideal specific example to conduct a detailed study about ten years after the outburst.
The near-IR light curves of the ESO survey VISTA Variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV Survey; Minniti et al. 2010; Saito et al. 2012) , and of its complementary survey VVV eXtended (VVVX Survey, Minniti 2018), reach typical magnitude K S = 17-18 mag, which offers a new way to probe luminous stellar merger throughout the Milky Way's bulge and its adjacent disk. Indeed we are starting to unveil interesting high amplitude variable objects, such as the VVV-WIT-06 (Minniti et al. 2017; Banerjee et al. 2018) , that has been proposed to be either a supernova, red novae or a merger event.
Here we present a study of V1309 Sco about ten years after the outburst, based on near-IR variability and colour data from the VVV Survey. (Gonzalez et al. 2012) , corresponding to A V = 2.46 in the optical according to Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law. Other estimates for the extinction on the target's position are A K = 0.37 mag according to Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and A K = 0.45 mag from Schlegel et al. (1998) . The VVV near-IR colour image and the K S frame for a ∼1.5 ×1.0 area centred on V1309 Sco are shown in Figure 1 .
THE VVV NEAR-IR OBSERVATIONS
Due to high crowding at the position of V1309 Sco, the standard VVV aperture photometry provided by the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU; González-Fernández et al. 2018 ) doesn't work properly, especially because of the presence of a nearby source of similar magnitude, which seems to blend with our target depending on the sky seeing. Therefore, PSF photometry on the VVV images was obtained for both colour and variability data following the procedures described by Contreras Ramos et al. (2017) and Alonso-García et al. (2018) . While the near-IR magnitudes of V1309 Sco are listed on Table 1 , the PSF VVV K S -band light curve with 163 epochs is presented in Figure  2 , along with SMARTS K-band data (Walter et al. 2012; McCollum et al. 2014) . From the previous light curve from SMARTS, it is interesting to note the presence of large near-IR variations at the late times, that might suggest a possible brightening of the target after ∼2013 (∼JD 2456000). However, this behaviour is not confirmed at all with our data-set, which shows a much tighter and smoother light-curve.
While the K-band in SMARTS is in the Johnson-Glass JHK system (Bessell & Brett 1988) , the K S (K "short") band in VVV is in the VISTA photometric system (e.g., Sutherland et al. 2015; González-Fernández et al. 2018 ) 2 . The different band-passes of the two filters used for the observations, K versus K S band, where the effective wavelengths (λ e f f ) are ∼2.19 and 2.149 µm and the filter widths (∆λ) are ∼0.39 and 0.309 µm, respectively, cannot be the rea- Table  1. son for this difference, because very small photometric differences are expected in the mean (∆ K ≤ 0.03 mag). Due to the presence of a slightly brighter star near V1309 Sco, we suggest that it was possibly blended with this source in some of the SMARTS observations, which would interfere at the shape of the aperture photometry light curve of the SMARTS project, as presented in Figure 2 . We used in this study PSF photometry, considerably more accurate than the aperture photometry, therefore, the VVV data-set collected at the 4-meter VISTA Telescope should describe better its late behaviour.
DATA ANALYSIS
The VVV K S -band light curve (see Fig. 2 ) shows a smooth late behaviour for the V1309 Sco stellar merger remnant, with a small scatter in the K S -band, and also a slow decline in magnitude is presently levelling off, which does not match the behaviour from McCollum et al. (2014) , as expected for a merger event.
When comparing our VVV K S -filter light curve with the OGLE I-band light curve presented by Tylenda et al. (2011) and later observations, we also observe that the source is steadily getting bluer. The colour in the year 2010 showed that the source was very red, with (I − K S ) = 3.54 mag and (J − K S ) = 1.40 mag, and changing to (I − K s ) = 2.75 mag and (J − K s ) = 0.42 mag in the year of 2015 3 . Assuming the reddening for this field as E(I − K s ) = 1.48 mag from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) yield unreddened colours (I − K s ) 0 = 2.1 and 0.3 mag for the years of 2010 and 2015, respectively. Similarly, E(J − K s ) = 0.50 mag from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) yields to (J − K s ) 0 = 0.9 and −0.1 mag for 2010 and 2015. Those values imply either that the remnant star is changing its effective temperature, getting hotter with time, or that the dust column density is decreasing fast, as one would expect for an expanding dust shell for example.
Searching for periodic variations
Pre-outburst optical data of V1309 Sco present a periodic signal of P 0 ∼ 0.7 days with ∆K 0 ∼ 0.15 mag (Tylenda et al. 2011) . In order to search for periodic variations in our post-outburst data we applied a polynomial regression to our light curve to remove the long term variation (top panel of Figure 3) . Thereafter, the residual light curve was calculated subtracting the original light curve by the polynomial, following K S −FIT. Our search for a periodic component on the V1309 Sco post-outburst data was carried out using the Generalised Lomb-Scargle (GLS) method, also known as float mean periodogram (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009 ), which provides a straightforward solution based on a Fourier-like power spectrum in order to detect and fit a sine-like periodic component at an unevenly-sampled data-set. Given a frequency grid spanning from two to fifty hours, the resultant period calculated with the method was P = 0.498194±0.000014 days, corresponding to P ∼ 12:35 hours with a modulation amplitude of ∆K S = 0.030 ± 0.003 mag, notably smaller than P 0 ∼ 0.7 days and ∆K 0 ∼0.15 mag presented by Tylenda et al. (2011) . Even with a simple false alarm test estimating a good significance of this signal, the resultant period along with the relatively small amplitude must be seen with caution and can be interpreted as no longer the existence of a binary system post-2008 outburst. The phased light-curve of V1309 Sco for the period of P = 0.49 days is presented on the bottom panel of Figure 3 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF V1309 SCO
The asymptotic near-IR magnitude and colours of V1309 Sco are K S = 14.9 ± 0.1, (J-K S ) 0 = −0.10 ± 0.05 mag and (I-K S ) 0 = 1.30 ± 0.05 mag, respectively. While the colour are based on 2015 observations, the magnitude of K S = 14.9 mag refers to the latest data-point observed by the VVVX Survey, on March 28 2017. Regarding its asymptotic behaviour, our VVV K S -band observations during years 2016−2017 shows a very slow decline rate with slope ∆K S = +0.12 mag/year. Interestingly, there are some stellar sources in the VVV Survey database that show long-term variability, declining slowly and steadily with time, mimicking the late behaviour of the VVV Sco stellar merger. Adopting the kinematic distance of d = 2.1 kpc from Kamiński et al. (2018) , and the field absorption of A K = 0.37 mag from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) , yields an absolute near-IR magnitude as M Ks = 2.72 mag. The error in this magnitude is estimated to be σ K S = 0.2 mag. We note that this is unlike a very luminous supergiant, and more consistent with a normal blue star. Figure 4 presents a colourmagnitude diagram from 15 arcmin radius region around the V1309 Sco position, made from PSF photometry of the VVV Survey data (Alonso-García et al. 2018) . Overlaid to the CMD is an isochrone representing the Bulge population. It is based on PARSEC release v1.2S + COLIBRI S 35 tracks 4 (Pastorelli et al. 2019 ) for a stellar age of 10 Gy, solar metallicity, an extinction of A V = 2.46 mag (see Section 2) and scaled for the distance of the Galactic centre (e.g. Rich 2001; Madrid 2018; Binney & Merrifield 1998 ). It's important to note that V1309 Sco has changed its colour at a relatively high rate, going from (J-K S ) = 1.40 mag in 2010 to (J-K S ) = 0.42 mag in 2015. This significant colour change in a relatively short period of time shows that V1309 Sco was getting bluer and hotter with time, behaving as a blue straggler star (Sandage 1953) .
There have been alternative explanations for the formation of the blue stragglers published in the past years, for example the mass transfer increasing in a binary system (e.g. McCrea 1964), the internal mixing of a single star due to fast rotation or the presence of a strong magnetic field (e.g. Wheeler 1979 ). The merger hypothesis should describe the nature of V1309 Sco. This states that blue stragglers spend a long lifetime as low-q binaries and result from the merger between two main sequence stars in dynamical interaction (e.g. Mateo et al. 1990; Lombardi et al. 2002) . As the majority of blue stragglers are easily to identify in stellar clusters, both mass transfer and the collisional hypothesis seems to be equally possible (Mapelli et al. 2019) . However, as pointed out by Leonard (1989) , the collisional scenario fails to explain how those objects remain in the stellar cluster as the recoil velocity, in this case, should exceed the cluster escape velocity. Field stars like V1309 Sco are difficult to discover as blue stragglers because the main sequence turnoff (MSTO) point is not precisely defined in a field CMD. Therefore, V1309 Sco is an unique case where its path from a field star to the blue straggler regime has been followed.
Even the putative period of P = 0.49 days in the postoutburst data of V1309 Sco could be related to a blue straggler. Especially in Mateo et al. (1990) , some of the blue stragglers selected by their blue colour in the optical CMDs of the globular cluster NGC 5466 present periodic signals in the range P = 0.34−0.51 days with amplitudes of ∆V = 0.15−0.33 mag, interpreted as the period of the binary system. While the periods are in good agreement with P = 0.49 days for V1309 Sco, the amplitudes presented in Mateo et al. (1990) are much larger. However, we note that a different behaviour in the near-IR compared with the optical variability is expected for many classes of eclipsing and pulsating variables (e.g., Angeloni et al. 2014 ).
In conclusion, we find that reasonable equilibrium in this stellar merger is being reached rapidly. Only ∼9 years after the outburst, V1309 Sco has settled into a nearly constant magnitude, resembling a normal blue star. The asymptotic blue colour of V1309 Sco as the resultant of a stellar merger suggests that the object is a "blue straggler" in the making, as theoretically predicted. With the current data we cannot conclusively establish the nature of the V1309 Sco remnant, thus it would be interesting to confirm if this behaviour persists for the following years, and continuous monitoring is desirable. V1309 Sco is the best studied stellar merger case to date and may become a laboratory to study the formation of blue straggler stars via stellar mergers.
